Introduction
Study of electron and positron scattering off light atomic targets (like (anti)hydrogen atom and helium cation) is of fundamental importance for atomic physics. These colliding systems represent genuine three-body Coulombic systems with variety of channels and with reach resonant structure of scattering cross sections. Many calculations have been performed by now for elastic and reactive scattering in these systems based on different computational platforms. Among others the variational methods [1, 2, 3, 4] , close coupling [5, 6] and hyperspheric close coupling [7, 8] approaches and methods of Faddeev-Merkuriev equations [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] are in extensive use. Other group of methods exploit complex rotation of coordinates [14] and complex rotation with potential splitting [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] . The latter is especially designed to treat the asymptotic Coulomb interaction and have been successfully applied for elastic electron (positron) hydrogen and electron (positron) helium cation collision.
Besides the features related to the long range character of the Coulomb interaction the collision in systems e + − H, e − −H and e + − He + exhibits the fundamental rearrangement phenomenon of positronium (electron-positron bound state) formation. For such a case the solution methods should be capable to efficiently represent the solution for all asymptotic fragmentations. Highly accurate calculations of scattering processes and resonances in such systems of charged particles require sophisticated methods from both theoretical and computational points of view. The Faddeev equations [21] were designed especially to fulfill this requirement first for short-range interparticle interactions and then an extension on the long-range Coulomb case was made [22] . This extension, called the Faddeev-Merkuriev (FM) equations, employs an idea of splitting the Coulomb potential into the interior and long range tail parts leading to the mathematically rigorous boundary value problem which solution is equivalent to the solution of the Schrödinger equation [21] . This approach perfectly suits for the computationally difficult detailed low energy elastic and reactive scattering calculations in three-body Coulomb systems [23] , [10] , [11] . Typically, splitting of the Coulomb potentials is done by an artificial functional parameter in the three-body configuration space, the Merkuriev cut-off function. Recently, we showed in [24] , that the splitting procedure can be made simpler and easier for implementing into FM equations. In this contribution we give practical advices for the choice of the cut-off function in the form of a smoothed Heaviside step function in the two-body configuration space, thus minimising the number of free parameters of the splitting procedure. Following these advices allows us to produce more accurate results with smaller computational efforts. Additionally, a special numerical technique for handling the matrices, known as "tensor trick", drastically reduces the computational complexity of the numerical solution of the FM equations [25, 26] . Here, the formalism of FM equations has been used to calculate all possible Swave cross sections in e − e +p and e + e − He ++ systems in the low-energy region. Even though there are many calculations available in the literature, there is some lack of highLow energy scattering in e − e +p and e + e − He ++ systems 3 precision and detailed results. A special emphasis is made on antihydrogen formation by antiproton impact of positronium which is currently used in experiments on antimatter at CERN [27] (and references therein). The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we give necessary portion of the three-body FM equations formalism with splitting of the long-range Coulomb potential. Section 3 describes the solution technique of the resulting FM equations in the total angular momentum representation in 3D configuration space. Section 4 contains results of calculations of low-energy reactive scattering in e − e +p and e + e − He ++ systems. Last section 5 concludes the paper. Throughout the paper we use atomic units.
Theory
We consider the system of three spinless nonrelativistic charged particles of masses m α and charges Z α , α = 1, 2, 3. In what follows the set of indices {α, β, γ} runs over the set {1, 2, 3} enumerating particles and it is also used for identifying the complementary pair of particles, since in the partition {α(βγ)} the pair of particles βγ is uniquely determined by the particle α. The standard Jacobi coordinates are defined for a partition α(βγ) as relative position vectors between the particles of the pair βγ and between their center of mass and the particle α. In applications it is convenient to use reduced Jacobi coordinates x α , y α which are Jacobi vectors scaled by factors √ 2µ α and 2µ α(βγ) , respectively, where the reduced masses are given by
For different α s the reduced Jacobi vectors are related by an orthogonal transform
where
In what follows where it is due, it is assumed that β Jacobi vectors are represented through α vectors via (2) . In these reduced Jacobi coordinates FM equations for three charged particles [21] read
Here T α ≡ −∆ xα − ∆ yα are the kinetic energy operators. Throughout the paper the magnitude of a vector x is denoted by x, i.e. x = |x|, for a unit vector x/x the notationx is used.The potentials V α represent the pairwise Coulomb interaction
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, although a short-range (decreasing as 1/x 2 α or faster as x α → ∞) potential can also be included in the formalism. For definitiveness and in view of further application of the formalism to the concrete systems of this paper we assume that one of the Coulomb potentials is repulsive whereas the other two are attractive. We chose assignments such that the inequalities Z 1 Z 2 > 0, Z 1 Z 3 < 0 and Z 2 Z 3 < 0 hold, thus V 3 is always repulsive. The potentials V α are split into interior (short-range) V (s) α and tail (long-range) parts V
The equations (3) can be summed up leading to the Schrödinger equation for the wavefunction Ψ = α ψ α , wherein functions ψ α are called the components of the wave function.
Splitting (4) of the potentials in general case is done in the three-body configuration space by the Merkuriev cut-off function
This splitting confines the short-range part of the potential to the regions in the threebody configuration space corresponding to the three-body collision point (particles are close to each other) and the binary configuration (x α y α , when y α → ∞). The form of the cut-off function can be rather arbitrary within some general requirements [22] . Traditionally, the following form of the cut-off function proposed in [23] is in use
The parameters x 0α and y 0α can in principle be chosen arbitrarily, but their choice changes the properties of components ψ α important from both the theoretical and computational points of view [28] . The splitting procedure (4,6) is done in the threebody configuration space and is suitable for energies as below the three-body breakup threshold as well as above this threshold. In the paper [24] we have shown, that for energies below the disintegration threshold splitting can be vastly simplified by confining a cut-off function χ α (x α ) on the two-body configuration space. Formally it is obtained by chousing y 0α = ∞, which leads to
With this smoothed Heaviside step function with ν α = 2.01 which is used in this paper for actual calculations, the splitted potentials V (s,l) α become the two-body quantities V
The splitting procedure makes the properties of the FM equations for Coulomb potentials for treating the scattering problem as appropriate as standard Faddeev equations in the case of short-range potentials [11] . The key one of these properties of FM equations (3) is that the right-hand side of each equation is localized in the region of configuration space corresponding to three-body collision point [28] . It results in the asymptotic uncoupling of the set of FM equations and, accordingly, the asymptote of each component ψ α for energies below the breakup threshold contains only terms corresponding to binary configurations of pairing α [28, 11] . For the total energy E of the system below the three-body ionization threshold it reads
where the multi-index A = {n m} specifies various two-body Coulombic bound states of particles of pairing α (that is, binary scattering channels {α; A}) with wave function φ n (x α )Y m (x α )/x α and energy ε n .
Here and in what follows by Y m (x) the standard spherical harmonic is denoted. The momentum p n of the outgoing particle is determined by the energy conservation condition E = p 2 n + ε n and the Sommerfeld parameter is defined as η n ≡ Z α ( β =α Z β ) 2m α(βγ) /(2p n ). The binary scattering amplitude A A,A 0 (ŷ α ) corresponds to transition from the initial binary channel {α 0 ; A 0 } to the binary channel {α; A}. The initial channel is specified by the incoming wave, generated by the asymptotic Coulomb interaction between the projectile and the target V
where 1 F 1 is the confluent hypergeometric function [29] . The total angular momentum is an integral of motion for the three-particle system. This fact allows one to reduce the set of FM equations by projecting (3) onto a subspace of a given total angular momentum [9] . In this article we consider the case of zero total angular momentum of the system. The kinetic energy operator in the left-hand side of equations (3) on the subspace of the zero total orbital momentum have the form
where z α ≡ cos(x α ·ŷ α ). The corresponding projection of the component ψ α depends only on the coordinates X α = {x α , y α , z α } in the plane containing all three particles. By choosing appropriately the coordinate system the projection of the asymptote (8) on the state with zero total angular momentum can be written as (the constant factor is omitted)
where ϑ (y α , p n ) ≡ p n y α − η n ln(2p n y α ) − π/2 + σ n , σ n = arg Γ(1 + iη n ) and S n ,n 0 0 = δ n ,n 0 0 + 2ip n 0 e −i(σn+σn 0 ) e iπ( − 0 )/2 A n ,n 0 0 are the S-matrix elements. The
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where the omitted terms in the right-hand side are contributions from higher total angular momenta.
Numerical solution
To reduce the computational cost of solving the system of FM equations (3), few modifications are made. At first, since the potential V 3 is repulsive and thus the twobody Hamiltonian with this potential does not support bound states, this potential is included in the left-hand side of equations (3) thus reducing the number of equations from 3 to 2:
where β = α = 1, 2. Formally, it is done by setting χ 3 = 0. Secondly, the asymptotic particle-atom Coulomb potential V eff α (y α ) is introduced explicitly in (13) for treating the asymptotic Coulomb singularity
After that the Coulomb singularity can be effectively inverted as described below. Thirdly, it is more convenient to work with the modified components
that satisfy the system of equations
with
. The component ψ α satisfies zero boundary conditions on the lines x α = 0, y α = 0 and the asymptotic boundary condition obtained by multiplying formula (11) by x α y α reads:
Another modification is done to make solutions of equations (16) real functions. We recast (17) into the form
Low
where the real numbers K n ,n 0 0 form the K-matrix. One can show that a solution of the system of equations (16) with complex valued asymptotic boundary conditions (17) is a linear combination of its solutions with boundary conditions (18) (standing waves) with different initial channels {α 0 , A 0 }. It gives the standard matrix relation between the S-and K-matrices
Here I is the identity matrix with linear size equal to the number of open channels N ch . The boundary value problem (16), (18) is solved by the spline collocation method. We solve equations in a box [0, R 
where S is the Hermite basis spline satisfying S(R y α 0 ) = 1:
Here the inhomogeneous term is given by
The system of equations (21) is supplied with zero boundary conditions ψ α (X α ) = 0 on the sides of the box [0, R
, being a linear combination of physical solutions, behave asymptotically as (23) with some coefficients si n ,n 0 0 and co n ,n 0 0 . These coefficients can be extracted by projecting the function ψ α
at some distant point y α on two-body bound states
and using extrapolation. We obtain N ch solutions ψ α
of driven equations corresponding to different open channels {α 0 , A 0 } for a given total energy E.
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These solutions are linearly independent due to conditions ψ α
The solution of interest ψ α is a linear combination of them. The formula connecting ψ α and solutions ψ α
allows one to obtain all K-matrix elements from coefficients si n ,n 0 0 and co n ,n 0 0 .
Equations (21) are the final equations that are solved numerically. The components are expanded in terms of products of Hermite basis splines:
Substituting the series (25) into equations (21) and requiring the resulting equalities to be satisfied in a number of points x 
where the matrices
are discretized versions of the operators of the left-and right-hand sides of the system (21) . Here for example the matrix V α has elements 
This system of linear equations is solved by Arnoldi iterations in GMRES variant [30] . On each iteration of the algorithm the most computationally expensive operation is a multiplication of the matrix of (28) by a vector. The matrix R is sparse, it has maximum of 2×6×6×6 = 432 nonzero elements in a row due to the locality property of Hermite basis splines. To invert the matrix [S −1 α H α −EI] we use the algorithm which is known as "tensor trick" or matrix decomposition method ( [25] , [31] , [26] ). It provides a fast diagonalization of a matrix using its tensor product structure
where the matrices S Figure 1 . The long-range tail part of the potential V β = −1/x β obtained by using the cut-off function (7) with parameter x 0β = 3.0. The dotted line denotes the ground state energy level of two particles interacting by this potential.
At the end of this section we discuss the choice of the Merkuriev cut-off function (7) parameter x 0α . We have found that for a given total energy E there exists a lower bound for its values that has a simple physical interpretation. Remember that the long-range part V β is plotted in Figure 1 , the ground state (g.s.) energy of two particles interacting via this potential is marked with a horizontal line. The value of the g.s. energy is governed by the parameter x 0β . The lower the parameter is, the deeper is the potential and the lower is the g.s. energy. If the total energy of the three-body system E is higher than this g.s. energy the operator in the left-hand side of equation α of (3)
supports open channels in both arrangements α and β. Subsequently, the outgoing waves corresponding to binary channels of pairing β appear in the asymptote of ψ α . It cancels one of the main advantages of Faddeev-Merkuriev equations approach -the asymptotic uncoupling of components -and should be avoided. Thus, for a given total energy E and a given β the cut-off function parameter x 0β should be bigger than some critical value x c that is defined as follows: the ground state energy of a two-body Hamiltonian with the potential V (l)
β for x 0β = x c should be equal to E. There is no upper bound on the values of x 0β , but we observed that the bigger is the value of the parameter, the bigger basis in angular coordinate z α sizes are to be
taken to obtain the desired accuracy. Summarizing, we propose the following algorithm of choosing the cut-off function parameter x 0β :
(i) For a total energy interval [E min , E max ] of interest find the critical values of parameters x 0β for the total energy value E max for each β. The lowest energy levels of the two-body Hamiltonian with the potential V (l) β can be calculated by any simple two-body code.
(ii) Take the value of the parameter x 0β only slightly bigger than the critical value calculated at step (i), since bigger values of x 0β require employing larger grids.
Results

e
Positron-hydrogen atom scattering is the simplest example of positron-atom scattering process. Many calculations are presented in the literature, among them are detailed calculations using the FM equations for both low energies [27, 10, 12] and wide energy region including that above the ionisation threshold [13] . Other methods include hyperspherical calculations [7, 8] , variational [2, 4] , close coupling calculations using two center basis functions expansion [5, 6] . The renewed interest in studying the reactions involving positron, electron and (anti)proton is motivated by experiments on antimatter that take place at CERN [27] . The key role in antimatter formation plays the reaction of antihydrogen formation via antiproton (p) impact of positronium (Ps, the bound state of e + and e − ) atom. Due to the symmetry in particle charges, the cross sections in e + e − p and e − e +p systems are identical. Further in this section we refer to the e + e −p system. We have calculated K-matrix elements of all possible scattering processes in e + e −p system in the total energy range from −0.49973 a.u. to −0.05553 a.u. with the energy step of calculation 0.0007 a.u. In this interval elastic, excitations and rearrangement processes leading toH(n = 1, 2) and Ps(n = 1, 2) atom states are possible. The maximum linear size of K-matrix equals to 6. We proceed as follows: the whole energy region is divided into subintervals associated with energy thresholds. For every interval we choose appropriate discretisation and cut-off function parameters according to the rules described in the previous section. This is done to minimize the computational cost, since generally higher energy calculations require
• bigger box sizes in x α , y α and more basis functions involved
• bigger cut-off parameters x 0α , which in turn increases the number of functions in the angular coordinate basis.
The energy intervals and corresponding discretisation and cut-off function parameters are given in table 1. In this table and in further applications we use shortcutsH(n) and H(n, ) for the atom states with principal quantum number n and angular momentum .
Low In the calculations we hold the accuracy level such that the maximum error does not exceed 1%. Tables 2 and 3 illustrate the convergence of different cross sections at energy E = −0.0572 a.u. with respect to discretisation and cut-off function parameters. To control our calculations, we have also used the value
with the Frobenius norm of a matrix, as a measure of K-matrix asymmetry. The values of K are shown in tables 2 and 3. Table 3 . Convergence of cross sections for scattering in e + e −H system with respect to discretization and cut-off function parameters related to the second component ψ 2 . In table 4 we compare our results with tabulated values of other authors and give the values of some additional cross sections for further references. The agreement between our results and that of other calculations is quite good. The only noticeable disagreement is in some values of cross sections forH(1) formation, our results being a few percent lower than that of other authors. We note that the calculation ofH(1) formation amplitudes should be done with extra accuracy otherwise it may be prone to errors. The reason is that the wave function ofH(1) formation process is highly oscillatory in the asymptotic region of positron flying off the ground state of antihydrogen due to the large positron momentum p 1 = E − εH (1) in (8) . Therefore the extra precision of numerical solution is required to guaranty the extraction of the amplitude with controlled accuracy. Our results are converged with respect to all numerical solution parameters, which we additionally checked forH(1) formation cross sections.
Low energy scattering in
Cross sections for the processes with positron or antiproton colliding with antihydrogen or positronium respectively are presented in Fig. 2 . We see that some cross sections associated with excited antihydrogen or positronium states are large, for example theH(2, s) -Ps(1) and Ps(2, s) -H(2, s) cross sections for rearrangement processes of positronium and antihydrogen formation. The positronium ground state elastic channel cross section is also large and is almost constant along a wide energy interval.
In the recent work [27] cross sections for antihydrogen formation in the energy region betweenH(2) andH(3) thresholds are studied in details. For the comparison we plot our results on these cross sections in Fig. 3 . The interest in [27] was to find to what extent the resonances can enhance the antihydrogen formation cross sections. Our energy resolution is better than that in [27] , so our pictures may be useful for this purpose. In both Figs. 2 and 3 the resonances manifest themselves as peaks in some of the calculated cross sections. Resonance energies found by different methods [32, 33, 34, 35] are known with good accuracy. In figures their positions are marked by vertical dashed lines. All resonances are clearly seen in calculated cross sections, especially those of new processes which became possible at the previous threshold. The cross sections of processes Ps(1, s) → Ps(1, s) andH(2, s) →H(2, p) (and alsoH(2, s) →H(2, s) not shown in the figure) have sharp minima which look like resonances but do not coincide with any of known resonance positions. We agree with associating these minima in [5] with the Ramsauer-Townsend effect.
Special attention should be paid to just above theH(2) threshold oscillations of the cross sections in Fig. 3 . We give more detailed plots of Ps (1) →H (1) Ps (1) →H (2) cross section in the energy region above thisH(2) threshold in Fig. 4 . Prominent oscillations of both cross sections and their character suggest to associate these oscillations with phenomenon predicted in [36, 37] . According to [36, 37] the energy position E n of the nth maximum of the oscillations must follow the rule
where A and B are constants and E th is the threshold energy. We plot the respective quantities for Ps(1) →H (1) and Ps(1) →H(2) near threshold oscillations in Fig. 4 . As one can see the linear behaviour of log(E n − E th ) is near perfect in both cases of rearrangement cross sections except for last points. The latter can indicate the range of validity of approximations made in [36, 37] leading to (31) . As for the behaviour of the Ps(2) →H(n ≤ 2) cross section on the right panel of Fig. 3 , we obviously cannot make such quantitative analysis of above the Ps(2) threshold oscillations. Nevertheless we can agree with [27] that there is an oscillation with the energy position close to −0.06194 a.u., which was also found earlier in [38] .
4.2.
e + e − He ++ scattering Positron-positive helium ion is an example of positron-atomic target scattering in which asymptotic Coulomb interaction is present in one of the configurations. There are a number of calculations in a wide energy region, among them are close coupling calculations using two center basis functions expansion [39, 40] and EFS-CDW method [41] . But to the best of our knowledge, there is lack of published results of calculation for the low-energy region. In this work we have calculated K-matrices of all possible scattering processes in e + e − He ++ system in the total energy range from −1.9997 a.u. to −0.12496 a.u. with the energy step of calculation 0.0007 a.u. In this interval elastic, excitations and rearrangement processes leading to He + (n = 1, 2, 3) and Ps(n = 1) atom states are possible. The maximum linear size of K-matrix equals 7. We proceeded as in the case of e + e −p system, using different sets of discretisation and cut-off function parameters for subsequent energy intervals between thresholds. These intervals and corresponding parameters are given in Table 5 . We hold the accuracy of calculation with errors not exceeding 1%.
The calculated values of cross sections are tabulated in Table 6 . Cross sections for the processes with positron or helium core colliding helium ion or positronium are presented in Fig. 5 . The largest cross sections are, as in the case of e + e −H system, the elastic ground state positronium cross section, and also that one which is associated with excited helium ion states.
All scattering cross sections associated with non excited atom states follow the well known laws of threshold behaviour [42] , which are presented briefly in Table 7 where p means the relative momentum between target and projectile. The only exception is the cross section for He + (1) → Ps(1) process. At the −0.25 a.u. threshold, according
to Table 7 , it should tend to zero linearly as p → 0, but instead it grows up to some constant value. This anomaly can be regarded as a sign of near threshold resonance, see the discussion below. Table 7 . Threshold behaviour of cross sections in the system of two compound particles a and X, for elastic scattering and rearrangement to b and Y . p is the relative momentum of ingoing or outgoing slow particles, either oppositely charged or not charged, the angular momentum of the system equals zero. [42] positronium ground state threshold and is not visible). We do not see the usual singular behaviour in the cross sections in the vicinity of the narrow resonance. However, the discussed above anomalous threshold behaviour of the He + (1) → Ps(1) process cross section at Ps(1) threshold can indicate the presence of a resonance. Broad resonances are not seen in the cross sections expectedly.
To check the existence of broad resonances we have used another approach based on the complex rotation method applied to the Schrödinger equation [48] . We have found these broad resonances, their positions and widths are given in Table 8 and compared with results of [46] . The sharp local minimum is again seen in the Ps(1) → Ps(1) cross section for the direct process with neutral target. As above we assign this minimum with the Ramsauer-Townsend effect.
Conclusion
In this paper the detailed calculations of low-energy reactive scattering in e − e +p and e + e − He ++ systems for the zero total angular momentum have been performed with the use of the FM equations in total angular momentum representation. The total angular momentum representation for FM equations assumes all partial waves in subsystems to be included in the formalism, thus in this respect the results obtained should be considered as complete. The calculated cross sections in e − e +p system reproduce all known resonant peaks. The sharp minima in elastic cross sectionsp − Ps(n = 1) and He ++ − Ps(n = 1) at low relative energies display the Ramsauer-Townsend effect. The Gailitis Damburg oscillations of the Ps(n = 1) →H(n = 1) and Ps(n = 1) →H(n = 2) cross sections just above theH(n = 2) threshold are discovered and the proper spacing with respect to the threshold of oscillation maxima are verified. The two known broad resonances [46] in e + e − He ++ system do not contribute into the cross section profile. The anomalous threshold behavior of the He + (n = 1) → Ps(n = 1) cross section we suggest to explain by the existence of the narrow resonance found in [46, 47] .
